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The EIB Group

‣

The world’s largest multilateral lender

‣

Shareholders: 27 EU Member States

‣

The lending arm of the European Union
since 1958

‣

AAA rated

‣

Largest issuer of green bonds

‣

Lending volume of about € 63 bn (2019)

‣

Around 10% of lending is outside the EU
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EIB Group Outside EU - Financing in 2019 by region

EFTA &
Enlargement
Countries

€ 1.4 bn

European
Union

€ 63.3

Eastern
Neighbours

€ 1.35
bn

Outside EU

Africa,
Caribbean,
and the
Pacific

€ 8.8 bn

€ 1.4 bn

bn
Asia and
Latin
America
Southern
Neighbours

€ 2.2 bn

€ 2.45 bn
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Our priorities

INNOVATION

€

14.44
billion

ENVIRONMENT

€

16.52
billion

INFRASTRUCTURE

€

15.74
billion

SMALL AND MEDIUMSIZED ENTEPRISES

€

25.52
billion
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Our impact

JOBS
4.4 million jobs sustained
in small businesses

HEALTH

WATER

improved health services for

Safer drinking water for

12 million

10 million

TRANSPORT

ENERGY

DIGITAL

631 million additional

Power for 7.4 million

Improved mobile services:

annual trips made on EIB

households

117 million

financed public transport
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Climate action investments: € 19.3 billion in 2019

CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION
€

0.8 billion

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
€

4.6 billion

RENEWABLE ENERGY
€

3.9 billion

LOWER CARBON TRANSPORT
€

7.6 billion

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION
€

1.0 billion

OTHER CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION
€

1.4 billion
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Eligibility criteria to obtain EIB financing

The project must be eligible under the mandate objectives for that particular country / region where the project is located.

The project must be technically viable and economically profitable.

The project must comply with the principles and standards adopted by the EIB in the social and environmental fields, and the EIB procurement
guidelines (available on the EIB website).

The EIB finances tangible and intangible assets (e.g. R&D).

The borrower's solvency must be acceptable.

Many sectors are eligible in principle, exemptions include: manufacturing and distribution of arms, munitions and military equipment, tobacco
manufacturing and distribution, gambling, detention infrastructure as well as sectors that are ethically compromised and considered to present a
significant reputational risk.

EIB finances up to 50% of project costs with a minimum EIB loan size of about EUR 25 M or equivalent (smaller loans on an exceptional basis)
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EIB project cycle

Step 1
Proposal

Step 2
Appraisal
• Financial
• Economic

• Social
• Environmental
• Technical
assessment

Step 7
Repayment

Step 3
Approval

Step 4
Signature

• EIB Management
Committee
• Investment
Committee (EFSI)
• EIB Board of
Directors

Step 6
Monitoring
and reporting

Step 5
Disbursement

Key points:
•
Strong ownership required by project promoters
•
Both financial and technical aspects of projects will be appraised
•
National government and European Commission opinions sought before approval
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Operations outside the European Union

External Lending
Mandate

Cotonou Mandate
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EIB instruments in sub-Saharan Africa: EU-ACP Cotonou Partnership Agreement

ACP Investment Facility (IF) revolving fund

•
Junior or subordinated loans
•
Quasi-equity funding
•
Equity funding
•
Guarantees
Local currencies

EIB Own Resources

• Interest rate subsidies

• Senior loans

• Technical Assistance

• Intermediated loans
Widely traded currencies

New Neighborhood, Development and
International Cooperation Instrument (NDICI) Mandates post 2020 currently under
negotiation but expected to provide for similar
funding opportunities
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Crucial milestones: mandates and impact

New Neighborhood, Development and International Cooperation Instrument (NDICI) - the budgetary framework for external activity in the
next MFF.
The EC European Green Deal, an ambitious package of measures for a sustainable green transition, shows how Europe can lead the world to
climate neutrality. EIB is committed to this vision with its ambitious Energy lending policy, which will phase out the financing of unabated
fossil fuel energy projects, including natural gas, by the end of 2021.
Expected impact on infrastructural investments will include:
▪
New considerations of eligible sectors and eligibility criteria for climate action to be specified in the Climate Strategy for
future operations
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EIB support to private / public sector

•EIB

•FINAL BENEFICIARIES

•INTERMEDIARIES

Private / Public Sector

Direct lending

Local banks

Corporates

Microfinance Institutions

SMEs

Private Equity

Micro-enterprises

EIB
Investment
Facility
Own resources

Technical
assistance

Project Finance

Guarantees

Loan finance
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European Investment Bank
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EIB in ACP: our priorities

Support for SDGs

Climate Action

European Economic
Diplomacy

Resilience

Gender: protect, impact, invest

Sustainable economic development

Private sector development
• Support to small and medium
enterprises and midcaps
• Support to corporates
• Project Finance
• Agriculture, digital economy,
health, education

•
•
•
•

Financial sector capacity
Credit lines
Investment in microfinance
Investment in equity funds

Public Sector Development
• Water, sanitation, energy, transport,
ICT, urban development
• The foundations for sustainable
development

• Boosting skills
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A responsible bank

On the 15th of September, the European
Investment Bank (EIB) issued a new USD 1.5bn
Global Climate Awareness Bond (CAB) due 23
September 2030
We monitor the environmental and social sustainability of all
of our investment projects
We appraise all human, technological, or natural resources
used by the project
We exclude certain economic activities completely
We report greenhouse gas emissions from all project with a
significant impact
We monitor, report and implement reduction of our own
environmental footprint
We ensure strong governance, transparency and
accountability for ourselves and our counterparts
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EIB new energy lending policy

EIB adopted a climate strategy that sets out its ambition
to play a leading role in mobilising the finance needed to
achieve the temperature objectives contained in the
Paris Agreement
The New Energy Lending Policy is consistent with the
Bank’s overarching climate strategy and sits alongside the
other sector policies of the Bank.

EIB will phase out support to energy projects reliant on
unabated fossil fuels.
50% of our financing to climate and environmental
projects from 2025. This financing is expected to unlock
more than €1 trillion by the end of the decade.

The Themes of the Energy Lending Policy

Unlocking energy efficiency

Decarbonizing energy Supply

Supporting innovative technology and
new types of energy infrastructure

Securing the enabling infrastructure

EIB will continue to approve projects already under
appraisal until the end of 2021.
Strategic partnership with the European Commission in
the context of the next European multiannual financial
framework 2021-2027
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EIB tendering process

EIB is committed to respecting procurement principles
(verifies that a fair process of international tendering
takes place according to procedures set out in the EIB
Guide to Procurement and fundamental EU principles
regarding public procurement
Procurement principles are embedded in the EIB Guide
to Procurement, a principles-based document that
applies to ALL projects financed by the EIB.

In a typical EIB project configuration, legal relationships
are between the EIB and the promoter and between the
promoter and any tenderer or contractor (tenders and
contracts).
Calls for tender for EIB projects are listed in the Official
Journal of the European Union. This is also mandatory for
all non-EU projects.

Tender evaluation criteria set out in the Guide to
procurement include selection based on cost and
quality and most economically advantageous tender
(e.g. price, payment terms, construction or delivery
period, technical merit (proposed staff, equipment,
construction method and planning, technical
characteristics, etc.), environmental characteristics,
technical compatibility with other equipment,
availability of service and spare parts, operating
costs, maintenance costs, etc.)

The EIB procurement complaints committee and a
procurement review committee ensure compliance
with the rules for all tenders to avoid unfair
selection (awards to unqualified SOEs or abnormally
low tenders).
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Some project examples 2017 -2019
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Operations in Malawi

Operation in Guinea

Sector: Water - Water collection, treatment and supply

Sector: Energy - Power transmission and distribution

Description: 017-C1-Construction Supervision for Raising and
Rehabilitation of Kamuzu Dam I , 2017-W1-Raising and
Rehabilitation of Kamuzu Dam I works

Description: Baneah, Grandes Chute - Rehabilitation of the
hydroelectric power station of Banéah and Grandes Chute,
Rehabilitation of Sonfonia and Kipé 60/20 Kv substations

Participating Contractors: Fichtner Water and Transportation GmbH
and GITEC-IGIP GmbH

Participating Contractors: Andritz Hydro SA, ELECNOR S.A.
Country : Switzerland and Spain

Country : Germany
Project description

Project description
Medium term investment programme to optimise available water
resources to bridge the gap in water demand in Malawi's fast
growing capital city. The project's main components consist of
extension of water treatment works, reduction of leakages and
improving network management, improving water supply to low
income areas and upgrading of a dam that is Lilongwe's primary
water source

The project scope subject to the Bank's financing is a programme of
investments comprising rehabilitation of four hydropower plants (in
total 122 MW currently operating at maximum of 75 MW), and
rehabilitation and extension of the distribution network in Conakry.
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Operations in Benin Republic

Operation in Uganda

Sector : Energy - Power transmission and distribution

Sector: Water - Water collection, treatment and supply

Description: Supervision and control of works on the ParakouOnigbolo and Sakete-Tanzoun lines and structures.

Description: Works Contract for construction of a bulk water
transmission mains/supply system

Participating Contractor: Electricite de France

Participating Contractor: Sogea Satom

Country : France

Country : France

Project description

Project description

Power Grid and Electricity Transport Reinforcement in Benin and
Togo

Upgrading and rehabilitation of Kampala water supply and
sanitation, with associated transmission mains and distribution
system. The project has been developed within the framework of
the Mutual Reliance initiative.
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Operations in Zambia

Operation in Malawi

Sector: Water - Water Sewage

Sector: Transport – Air Transport

Description: Design and Supervision of component B3, Preparation
of functional design, tendering and construction supervision for
New Ngwerere and Chunga WWTP in L

Description: Supply & Deilvery fire fighting vehicles & equipment
Lots 1- 4

Participating Contractors: Fichtner Water and Transportation GmbH
and GITEC-IGIP GmbH

Country : Italy, Germany, Austria

Participating Contractors: COM.INT.S.p.A, Jos Hansen, Rosenbauer

Country : Germany
Project description
Project description
Upgrading and rehabilitation of Kampala water supply and
sanitation, with associated transmission mains and distribution
system. The project has been developed within the framework of
the Mutual Reliance initiative.

The project comprises the upgrade of critical aviation safety and
security equipment at Lilongwe and Blantyre International Airports
in Malawi, including fire stations, fire fighting vehicles, air navigation
equipment and passenger security screening systems. The purpose
of the project is for Malawi to achieve compliance with core
International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) safety and security
standards, thereby providing a safe and secure operating
environment for airlines and passengers in the future.
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Operations in Senegal

Operation in Madagascar

Sector: Water - Water collection, treatment and supply

Sector: Transport – Roads, motorways

Description: construction of the treatment plant

Description: Technical Assistance (TA) to support the Road
Authority, Works of reinforcement of the SAHASINAKA Viaduct.

Participating Contractor: Suez International
Country : France

Participating Contractors: Lois Berger, SOGEA-SATOm/Freysinet
Country : France

Project description
Construction of a drinking water treatment plant and a supply and
transport pipeline of approximately 210 km between Lake Guiers
and the city of Dakar with a capacity of 100,000 m³/day, which can
be upgraded to 200,000 m³/day.

Project description
Post disaster reconstruction of transport and flood protection
infrastructure, predominantly in the Antananarivo region, damaged
during the extreme weather of spring 2015.
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Christian ELIAS
More information at: www.eib.org/acp
info@eib.org

Thank you!

